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 century， it is personnel competition that as the result of the 
competition among countries in the world. Top-notch innovative personnel is 
becoming the chip to strengthen individual country’s competent，as well as the 
strategic mission of individual country’s education development. High school 
connecting with university to cultivate Top-notch innovative personnel，one kind of 
emerging cultivation of innovators is frequently experimented by high school and 
university. To cultivate Top-notch innovative personnel by high school connecting 
with university is a systematic project，present high school connecting with university 
to cultivate Top-notch innovative personnel is still in an exploring stage，which is in 
great need of being studied systematically.  
From the double perspectives of high school and university，this study chooses 
the innovative experiment class held by X university and Y high school as the study 
object，applies the educational systematic theory to deeply study the problems existing 
in Chinese Top-notch innovative personnel cultivation. According to in-depth 
interview to the relative teachers，supervisors，case students and their around 
classmates，the author tracking-studies the case students’ innovative education and 
performance，entrance way and performance in high school as well as innovative 
education and performance in high school，finds that the innovative experiment class 
held by X university and Y high school has accumulated some experience and 
achieved some cultivation effect. However，it still has some problems composed of 
unreasonable role orientation of high school connecting with university，not standard 
innovative course and teaching，weak innovative faculties，too single innovative 
assessment system and inefficient entrance way.    
To overcome the problems existing in Top-notch innovative personnel cultivation 
by high school connecting with university，based on learning abroad experience on 
cultivating innovator by both high school and university，the author puts forward 
suggestions as following. First of all，to unify innovative education idea of high 
school and university through setting up unitized cultivation goal, specifying role 















construction. Furthermore，to build course and teaching system of  high school 
connecting with university by means of enriching course and teaching form, 
coordinating course and teaching content and improving course credit recognition.  
In addition，to strengthen innovative faculty construction of both high school and 
university through enhancing teaching qualification, promoting teacher professional 
development and enlarging the cooperation between high school and university. 
Fourthly，to reform innovative assessment system of high school connecting with 
university by reforming students’ mark-orientation assessment way, teachers’ 
assessment way that emphasizing on scientific research while despising teaching and 
students’ unique college entrance assessment way. Last but not the least，to deepen 
entrance way of high school connecting with university through improving 
prospective students selection way of innovative experiment class, reforming entrance 
selection way of and broadening university’s enrolment autonomy.  
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